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Profile of Public Procurement, SMEs
• Public procurement is ~ $150B annually; 14% GDP
– Federal procurement $18-20B annually or 13% of total

• SMEs represent 99% of Canadian companies
– 35% or $5.5B of procurements awarded to Canadian companies;
80% under $1M procurements
– Employ 10M (or 90%) of private sector employees

• Office of Small and Medium Enterprises and Strategic
Engagement established in 2006
– Extensive supplier outreach, engagement and advocacy
– Identification of and action to reduce barriers to participation
– Outreach to Fed/Prov/Terr and International Partners

Build in Canada Innovation Program Overview
The Build in Canada Innovation Program (BCIP) is a unique
program that helps Canadian businesses launch their precommercial innovations into the market by enabling a first
buy and test within the government.
Program funding for 2016/2017: $30M; 2017-2018 $40M

A win-win program for both
▪ Canadian businesses who can sell, test and get feedback
on their innovations in an real world setting, and;
▪ Government departments who can access leading edge
technologies with potential solutions to operational challenges
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BCIP Approach
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A Nexus of Dynamic Activity….

Engagement

Innovation
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Unique procurement approach; green process
Government access to innovations;
Idea generation

Access
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24/7 submissions
Doing business with Gov’t SME challenges/barriers are
lowered
First buyer, “reference” sale

•
•
•

Outreach and promotion
Linkages of unlikely partners and
public/private sector players
Multi-partner testing; different
jurisdictions

Collaboration/Learning
•
•
•

SMEs engaged with government users
Refinement of technology, processes –
market readiness
Government thinks differently

BCIP By the Numbers
Priority Area

Pre-qualified Innovations
Unique Companies

Contracts awarded valued at

SMEs and

# of Prequalified

% of the
total

Health

26

10%

Environment

58

21%

Safety and Security

76

28%

Enabling Technologies

80

29%

Protecting the Soldier

17

6%

Command and Support

9

3%

Arctic and Maritime Security

5

2%

In Service Support

3

1%

274

100%

TOTAL

Federal government organizations
participating

Moving Forward: Challenges and Opportunities
Procurement modernization & new national Inclusive
Innovation Agenda (Budget 2016)
– Accelerate growth in SMEs; establish clusters and networks; scaling
up
– Using procurement as a strategic lever – socio-economic benefit,
e.g. clean tech

Assessing demand-side approach to complement the current
programming
– Government as strategic, intelligent customer; address grand
challenges;
– Increase scale and scope, and improved lifecycle support for
innovators

